
Onboarding of Buyers

Order Management

App Walkthrough

Search & Filtering

Shopping Experience

Order Tracker & History

Experience B2B 

eCommerce distribution
JUMLA is as easy as one search, one order, one payment, and one 
delivery.  Read about how we optimised the user experience of this 
company in the for the HoReCa Industry.

April - June 2022 Jumla Desktop & Mobile

The Problem
The system was rich in functionality and features. 

However, this was hidden by a lack of prioritisation on 

User Experience and User Interface design.

The Solution
Conducting a system audit analyzing key areas of 

improvement in main flows and design elements, aiming to 

reveal the underlying powerful functionality.

The Process
Below is the +- 2 month timeline the team followed in order to solve the 

problem above and achieve set goals.

Layout & Mapping

Wireframes Design Roll Out

Style Test

Developement Handover

Research & Analysis

UX/UI Audit

Evaluate Optimise Design

Seller Dashboard

Account Management

Catalog Management

Our Success Criteria

Clear navigation amongst 

branches

Optmisied browsing experience 

for customer

Ensure efficiency across the 

management of supplies 
Refreshed look & feel

User Personas
These are the three personas the experience aims to please. They are constantly kept in mind. We 

run the system through each one of these perspectives to ensure their individual goals are met. 

Consumer Branch Manager Seller Branch Manager Seller Account Manager

Ruchard Johnson

CTO & Product Executive at Jumla

CTO 
Testimonial

Thanks to the Specno team, there was positive internal feedback on 

the designs and UX of the platform. The team was highly collaborative 

and responsive and had a dedicated designer who worked closely with 

the client. Specno's involvement and suggestions were impressive.

Read More

Research & Analysis
During the Research, Scoping  & Analysis phase, the team took a look selecting features and 

modules and compared them on a basis of best UX practices. This same exercise was done on 

multiple competitors, illuminating where Jumla stood in comparison. 

Description

Core services are highlighted quite far down the landing page. The User does not know if the page is relevant to 
them, besides from the main CTA title.

Image is relevant, but does not add enough context to new users. Suggest using a people related image showcasing 
a part of the service. Truck image can be used further down on the page where it is more relevant.

CTA placement is considered, but the copy could be clearer.

Copy is relevant and assumed to make sense to the user types.

User can navigate between “For Business” and “For Supplier”

Jumla landing page is mobile friendly

There is relevant social proof on the system. Slightly hard to read due to speed of the carousel

Feature

Mobile Friendly

Social Proof

Follows Established Design Patterns

Highlights core services and benefits

Relevant Imagery

Considered CTA placement

Relevant Copy

Enable Users to Navigate Among Pages

Landing Page

Features of Focus

Dashboard Shopping Experience Bulk Editing For Suppliers

Notifications & Alerts General Layout

Journey Mapping
Once foundations were set, the team focused in the Jumla system and took note of specific 

moments and pain points. Journey Mapping is a great exercise for gettin into the mind of the user. 

This informed the priority list of what the designers needed to tackle first.
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 Sign u
 Dashboar

 email confirmation?


 Figure out what the 
app doe

 Figure out how it works 

and if the value 

proposition is relevant 

to me specificall
 Get into Jumla quickly, 

no delays/hinderence

 want to add products I 

stock

 Dashboard shows no 
clear CTA, as a new 

user I am unsure what 

to d

 What do I do on the 

system
 Is there a tutorial

 Multiple CTAs

 Dashboard

 See my outgoing 
order

 contact a buye

 Confirm order is ready 

for picku



 Unsure why I am 
confirming a pric

 Unsure what 

settlement by Jumla 

Club mean

 Too many primary 
CTAs

 Page can make a new 
user anxious to 

procee

 UX copy is vague

 Catalogue 
management

 page should be a type 
ahea

 Price does not indicate 

that it does not meet 

competitive rat

 Unsure what internal 
info refers t

 Unclear how SKU’s in 

Jumla work

 See other product 
listings pric

 try add a competitive 

SKU pric

 add an SKU that I stoc

 See what might be 
beneficial for me to 

stock

 invoice tags are 
confusin

 not sure what to clic

 moving to an existing 

invoice is not intuitive 

straight awa
 edit date feature 

seems out of place

 UX Copy is confusing - 
“Cancel order by 

changing quantity to 

zero
 functionality is not 

intuitiv
 request confirmation 

seems counter to the 

order request (Can be 

done on orders out for 

delivery for example
 information displayed 

does not serve 

purpose due to bad 

copy

 customise invoic
 save invoic

 Issue reminde

 View invoice history

 see buyer informatio
 contact buye

 change orde



 Dashboard

 See what I am listing to 
the publi

 Change any prices if 

they are not 

competitiv

 remove a public listin
 make a public listing 

privat

 see stats about listings 

to see what is not 

performing

 Hard to spot the CTA
 Page is confusing as I 

cannot edit anything, 

but i can add it to my 

cart

 Currently does not add 
enough value to a 

Seller

Introduction & Setup Order Management Catalogue management Public Catalogue Add SKU Manage Invoices View purchase requests

 Dashboard  Order tracker Dashboard

 Add products that I 
have in stoc

 set a price for a 

produc

 see the current price of 

a product

 “Lost to competition” is 
confusing for new use

 unsure how catalogue 

management work

 unclear that I need to 

add products from the 
databas

 Can’t see existing price 

when making a new 

offer for a SK

 Unclear why item never 
sold - stuck in my 

storage now

Product Onboarding Feature Discovery

 What happens if I 
manage multiple 

branches?


